Since driving cycle greatly affects load power demand, driving cycle identification (DCI) is proposed to predict power demand that can be expected to prepare for the power distribution between battery and supercapacitor. The DCI is developed based on a learning vector quantization (LVQ) neural network method, which is assessed in both training and validation based on the statistical data obtained from six standard driving cycles. In order to ensure network accuracy, characteristic parameter and slide time window, which are two important factors ensuring the network accuracy for onboard hybrid energy storage system (HESS) applications in electric vehicles, are discussed and designed. Based on the identification results, Multi-level Haar wavelet transform (Haar-WT) is proposed for allocating the high frequency components of power demand into the supercapacitor which could damage battery lifetime and the corresponding low frequency components into the battery system. The proposed energy management system can better increase system efficiency and battery lifetime compared with the conventional sole frequency control. The advantages are demonstrated based on a randomly generated driving cycle from the standard driving cycle library via simulation.
Introduction
Electric vehicles are considered as one of the most promising transportation tools for addressing issues faced by automotive industry worldwide on energy and environment [1] [2] [3] [4] . Technologies employed for all kinds of electric vehicles are various, but their performances are largely dependent on the characteristics of adopted energy storage system (ESS) [5, 6] . Of all the ESSs, batteries are one of the most widely used energy sources for electric vehicles, which has been an emerging area for ensuring a successful application of electric vehicles. However, batteries alone as a power source have faced some challenges for practical engineering applications, such as higher energy efficiency, smaller voltage drops, larger vehicle acceleration or deceleration rates, better uphill climbing performance. Although high-power batteries can be made available, they are very bulky and cost prohibitive [7, 8] .
To solve the dilemma, a supercapacitor can be added onboard to form a hybrid energy storage system (HESS) such that the battery and the supercapacitor each play a complementary role based on their individual dynamic characteristics [9, 10] . The battery has high energy density, relatively low cost per watt-hour, but low specific power, and short lifetime; while the supercapacitor possesses higher power density, longer cycle life, but relatively lower energy density and higher cost per watt-hour [11] [12] [13] [14] . Consequently, a combination of these two types of ESSs will yield an equivalent However, the problem that strategies verification based on a certain composite test cycle comprising of various driving cycles information is not yet discussed. In this paper, a driving cycle identification (DCI) based frequency separation energy management system for electric vehicles is proposed to deal with power distribution between battery and supercapacitor. The proposed energy management system is a two-level structure. In the first level, a DCI system based on a learning vector quantization (LVQ) neural network method is developed, whose role is to identify the type of driving cycles based on a series of statistical characteristic parameters. The identification results are subsequently used by the second level, in which multi-level Haar wavelet transform (Haar-WT) is employed for allocating load power into the high-low frequency components. In order to gain high identification accuracy, eighteen characteristic parameters, which are extracted from six standard driving cycles, are described and analyzed. Simulation results have shown that the proposed eighteen characteristic parameters are able to ensure high identification accuracy compared with other characteristic parameters. Furthermore, a slide time window is proposed and designed to dynamically extract characteristic parameters thus reducing sampling time consumption while improving calculation efficiency. Finally, the energy management system is validated under the MATLAB/Simulink environment and then tested based on a randomly generated driving cycle from the standard driving cycle library. Simulation results have shown that the energy management system is able to adjust the high-low frequency power components effectively to adapt the variations of driving cycles. Compared with conventional sole frequency controls, the proposed energy management system can well balance the voltage of supercapacitor by adjusting the combination of separation frequency and thus can ensure effective peak power supply by supercapacitor without over-discharging supercapacitor.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 develops the models of the HESS. Section 3 describes method for the proposed energy management system. The real-time simulation is carried out to evaluate the performance of energy management system in Section 4. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 5.
Model Development of the HESS
The considered system configuration is shown in Figure 1 . The described topology is a full-active structure with a double-conversion system. The battery system consists of 74 cells in series, and each cell has a 3.8 V nominal voltage. The supercapacitor system consists of 55 cells in series, and each cell has a 2.7 V nominal voltage. The electric vehicle is powered by a 30 kW permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) with a maximum torque of 150 Nm.
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The considered system configuration is shown in Figure 1 . The described topology is a full-active structure with a double-conversion system. The battery system consists of 74 cells in series, and each cell has a 3.8 V nominal voltage. The supercapacitor system consists of 55 cells in series, and each cell has a 2.7 V nominal voltage. The electric vehicle is powered by a 30 kW permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) with a maximum torque of 150 Nm. 
Dynamic Model of the Battery
Lithium-ion batteries have higher energy density than any other types of batteries, roughly twice as much energy density as nickel metal hyoride (NiMH) batteries do. Therefore they are an ideal candidate for electric vehicle applications. In the research, a ternary lithium-ion battery is 
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Compared with other battery models, the Partnership for a New Generation of Vehicles (PNGVs) model has more high voltage accuracy and is thus more suitable for modeling lithium-ion battery [38] . Its equivalent electric circuit is shown in Figure 2 . The model consists of one resistance and capacitor (RC) pair that describes the double layer effect, which is a fast dynamic process with a time constant ranging from hundreds of milliseconds to several seconds. U oc represents an ideal voltage source, and is used to describe the battery open-voltage; R 0 is ohm resistance; C b is used to describe the open-voltage fluctuation resulting from the time accumulation of load current; Polarization resistance R p and polarization capacitance C p are used to describe the battery's over-voltage U p , which is used to describe the dynamic characteristics of the battery; I L and U L are the current and voltage of the battery, respectively.
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represents an ideal voltage source, and is used to describe the battery open-voltage; 0 is ohm resistance; is used to describe the open-voltage fluctuation resulting from the time accumulation of load current; Polarization resistance and polarization capacitance are used to describe the battery's over-voltage , which is used to describe the dynamic characteristics of the battery; and are the current and voltage of the battery, respectively. State of Charge (SoC) is traditional used to indicate the residual electricity of battery, its definition is usually written by [2] :
where SoC 0 describes the initial value of SoC; ℎ and describes the impact coefficients on the current integration from charging current ( < 0) and discharging current ( > 0) respectively. If the battery is charging, = 1 , if the battery is discharging, ℎ = 1. describes the nominal capacity of battery, is the coulomb efficiency (including charging efficiency ℎ and charging efficiency ). The main state equations for the PNGVs battery model are written by Equations (2)-(4) [38] :
where the terminal voltage of capacitor can be calculated by the load current integration, as is described in Equation (5):
The polarization voltage and current can be written as follows: State of Charge (SoC) is traditional used to indicate the residual electricity of battery, its definition is usually written by [2] :
SoC " SoC 0´kch¨kdis¨ż ε¨I bat dt{C bat (1) where SoC 0 describes the initial value of SoC; k ch and k dis describes the impact coefficients on the current integration from charging current (I L ă 0) and discharging current (I L ą 0) respectively. If the battery is charging, k dis " 1, if the battery is discharging, k ch " 1. C bat describes the nominal capacity of battery, ε is the coulomb efficiency (including charging efficiency ε ch and charging efficiency ε dis ).
The main state equations for the PNGVs battery model are written by Equations (2)-(4) [38] :
where the terminal voltage of capacitor C b can be calculated by the load current integration, as is described in Equation (5):
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The polarization voltage and current can be written as follows:
where T " ∆t{τ, and ∆t represents sample time, τ represents battery time constant. Then the available load power can be calculated using the multiplication of current and voltage as follows.
Finally, the model of PNGVs battery can be developed under the Simulink environment of MATLAB using the relations described in Equations (1)- (8) .
A charging/discharging experiment of a maximum voltage 300 V lithium-ion battery pack is carried out to validate the developed battery model. The charging/discharging power is shown in Figure 3 . Figure 4 illustrates the experimental results compared to the simulation carried out using MATLAB/Simulink for the charging/discharging test at the same input power, which describes a good correlation between each other. 
where = ∆ ⁄ , and ∆ represents sample time, represents battery time constant. Then the available load power can be calculated using the multiplication of current and voltage as follows.
Dynamic Model of the Supercapacitor
Supercapacitors have a wider working range, higher working efficiency and longer cycle life than that of batteries. On the other hand, as the power-assisted ESS, it has the characteristics of high-power density and relatively low internal resistance compared with a battery, so it is available for providing high power bursts to meet the power demand of electric vehicles. In this subsection, the mathematical modeling of the supercapacitor system used in the research is presented. Figure 5 shows the RC equivalent circuit of the supercapacitor. The model consists of a capacitance C and an 
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Supercapacitors have a wider working range, higher working efficiency and longer cycle life than that of batteries. On the other hand, as the power-assisted ESS, it has the characteristics of high-power density and relatively low internal resistance compared with a battery, so it is available Energies 2016, 9, 341 6 of 24 for providing high power bursts to meet the power demand of electric vehicles. In this subsection, the mathematical modeling of the supercapacitor system used in the research is presented. Figure 5 shows the RC equivalent circuit of the supercapacitor. The model consists of a capacitance C and an equivalent parallel resistance R epr representing the self-discharging loss, an equivalent series resistance R esr representing the charging/discharging resistance. The R epr models the leakage affects and only impacts the long term energy storage performance of the supercapacitor [39] . From Figure 5 , the load voltage of supercapacitor can be written by Equations (9) and (10) respectively:
In order to indicate the residual electricity of supercapacitor, The State of Voltage (SoV) is used to describe as a percentage of the rated energy capacity, which depends on the terminal output voltage and is defined as [2] :
where and are the maximum and minimum terminal voltage respectively. A charging/discharging experiment of maximum voltage 150 V Maxwell supercapacitor pack is carried out to validate the developed model and the charging/discharging power is shown in Figure 6 . Figure 7 illustrates the experimental results compared to the simulation carried out using MATLAB/Simulink for the charging/discharging test at given input power. It can be observed that the supercapacitor model is in very good agreement with the experimental result. From Figure 5 , the load voltage of supercapacitor can be written by Equations (9) and (10) respectively:
SoV " pU LSC´Ucmin q { pU cmax´Ucmin q
where U max and U min are the maximum and minimum terminal voltage respectively. A charging/discharging experiment of maximum voltage 150 V Maxwell supercapacitor pack is carried out to validate the developed model and the charging/discharging power is shown in Figure 6 . Figure 7 illustrates the experimental results compared to the simulation carried out using MATLAB/Simulink for the charging/discharging test at given input power. It can be observed that the supercapacitor model is in very good agreement with the experimental result. , capacitor; , self-discharging loss; , charging/discharging resistance , load current of the supercapacitor; , load voltage of the supercapacitor;
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From Figure 5 , the load voltage of supercapacitor can be written by Equations (9) and (10) respectively:
where and are the maximum and minimum terminal voltage respectively. A charging/discharging experiment of maximum voltage 150 V Maxwell supercapacitor pack is carried out to validate the developed model and the charging/discharging power is shown in Figure 6 . Figure 7 illustrates the experimental results compared to the simulation carried out using MATLAB/Simulink for the charging/discharging test at given input power. It can be observed that the supercapacitor model is in very good agreement with the experimental result. 
DC/DC Converter and Motor Models
The bidirectional DC/DC converters are usually used for the battery and supercapacitor system to stabilize their voltage variations. In this research, the DC/DC converter models are assumed to be the energy efficiency evolving in function of the output power, which are described in Equations (12) and (13) respectively:
where η dc represents DC converter efficiency, P bat,DC represents input power of the DC converter connecting the battery, P SC,DC represents input power of the DC converter connecting the supercapacitor. In order to describe the impact of electric motor dynamics on load power demand of the HESS, the electric motor is modeled as a first-order delay link, which is described in Equation (14):
where P motor,in represents the input power of the electric motor, P motor, out represents the output power of the electric motor, τ m represents the time constant of the electric motor. For the sake of simplicity, the time constant is considered as a constant.
Energy Management System Based on DCI and Haar-WT

DCI Method
The LVQ neural network method has been widely used in the control field for prediction and identification because of its effectiveness and high accuracy [40] [41] [42] , and thus it is proposed to identify the types of driving cycles in this work.
The structure of the LVQ neural network is shown in Figure 8 , which comprises an input layer, competitive layer and linear layer. The input layer is fully connected to the competitive layer by neurons, but the competitive layer is connected to the linear layer by neurons partly. As shown in Figure 8 , the input vector X = [X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X 18 ] represents 18 characteristic parameters extracted from six standard driving cycles. I represent the input layer; W i represents connection weight between input layer and competitive layer. The neurons H in the competitive layer C compute the Euclidean distance between the given input vector P and the prototypical vector W i , namely ||W i´P ||, index represents the number of neuron. O represents the linear output layer.
In order to train the LVQ network for driving cycle identification, six standard driving cycles are selected as the train samples, which are shown in Figure 9 . The six driving cycles are first categorized into three groups according to the amplitude and frequency of velocity. The INDIA_HWY_SAMPLE (Indian Highway Sample) and the HWFET (Highway Fuel Economy Test) driving cycles have highest Energies 2016, 9, 341 8 of 24 velocity amplitude but lowest velocity frequency variations, which are considered as the highway cycle; the UDDS (Urban Dynamometer Driving Schedule) and the WVUSUB (West Virginia Suburban Driving Schedule) driving cycles have moderate velocity amplitude and moderate velocity frequency variations, which are considered as the moderate urban cycle; the INDIA_URBAN_SAMPLE (Indian Urban Sample) and the UKBUS6 (London Bus Route) driving cycles have lowest velocity amplitude but highest velocity frequency variations, which are considered as the congested urban cycle. 
The structure of the LVQ neural network is shown in Figure 8 , which comprises an input layer, competitive layer and linear layer. The input layer is fully connected to the competitive layer by neurons, but the competitive layer is connected to the linear layer by neurons partly. As shown in Figure 8 , the input vector X = [X1, X2,…, X18] represents 18 characteristic parameters extracted from six standard driving cycles. I represent the input layer; Wi represents connection weight between input layer and competitive layer. The neurons H in the competitive layer C compute the Euclidean distance between the given input vector P and the prototypical vector Wi, namely ‖Wi − P‖, index represents the number of neuron. O represents the linear output layer. In order to train the LVQ network for driving cycle identification, six standard driving cycles are selected as the train samples, which are shown in Figure 9 . The six driving cycles are first categorized into three groups according to the amplitude and frequency of velocity. The INDIA_HWY_SAMPLE (Indian Highway Sample) and the HWFET (Highway Fuel Economy Test) 
Characteristic Parameters Analysis
In order to obtain enough samples for characteristic parameter analysis, each group of driving cycles is divided into 1500 sample cycles, among which 1000 sample cycles are used to train the LVQ network, and 500 sample cycles are used to analyze characteristic parameters. The specific In order to obtain enough samples for characteristic parameter analysis, each group of driving cycles is divided into 1500 sample cycles, among which 1000 sample cycles are used to train the LVQ network, and 500 sample cycles are used to analyze characteristic parameters. The specific characteristic parameters are listed in Table 1 . The comparison histograms of part characteristic parameters in each group of driving cycles are shown in Figure 10 . Table 1 . Characteristic parameters of driving cycles.
Names and math description
Max velocity max(v(t)) Average velocity mean(v(t)) Velocity standard deviation std(v(t)) Max positive acceleration max(abs(a(t))) Average positive acceleration mean(abs(a(t))) Positive acceleration standard deviation std(abs(a(t))) Max negative acceleration max(´abs(a(t))) Average negative acceleration mean(´abs(a(t))) Negative acceleration standard deviation std(´abs(a(t))) Idle percent sum(v(t) = 0)/n Constant velocity percent sum(a(t) = 0)/n Velocity range percent 1 sum(v 1 < v(t) < v 2 )/n Velocity range percent 2 sum(v 2 < v(t) < v 3 )/n Velocity range percent 3 sum(v 3 < v(t) < v 4 )/n Positive acceleration range percent 1 sum(a 1 < abs(a(t)) < a 2 )/n Positive acceleration range percent 2 sum(a 2 < abs(a(t)) < a 3 )/n Positive acceleration range percent 3 sum(a 3 < abs(a(t)) < a 4 )/n Negative acceleration range percent 1 sum(a 1 <´abs(a(t)) < a 2 )/n Negative acceleration range percent 2 sum(a 2 <´abs(a(t)) < a 3 )/n Negative acceleration range percent 3 sum(a 3 <´abs(a(t)) < a 4 )/n Energies 2016, 9, 341 9 carried out for each group of characteristic parameters. Each test sample cycle is generated based on uniform distribution, thus repeated test can be avoided effectively. By simulation and comparison, six groups of characteristic parameters are finally determined. The identification results and accuracy comparison are shown in Figures 12 and 13 . It can be obviously observed that the sixth group of characteristic parameters enables the LVQ network to gain the highest identification accuracy, which consists of 18 characteristic parameters listed in Table 1 except the maximum velocity and average velocity. 
Max velocity max(v(t)) Average velocity mean(v(t)) Velocity standard deviation std(v(t)) Max positive acceleration max(abs(a(t))) Average positive acceleration mean(abs(a(t))) Positive acceleration standard deviation std(abs(a(t))) Max negative acceleration max(−abs(a(t))) Average negative acceleration mean(−abs(a(t))) Negative acceleration standard deviation std(−abs(a(t))) Idle percent sum(v(t) = 0)/n Constant velocity percent sum(a(t) = 0)/n Velocity range percent 1 sum(v1 < v(t) < v2)/n Velocity range percent 2 sum(v2 < v(t) < v3)/n Velocity range percent 3 sum(v3 < v(t) < v4)/n Positive acceleration range percent 1 sum(a1 < abs(a(t)) < a2)/n Positive acceleration range percent 2 sum(a2 < abs(a(t)) < a3)/n Positive acceleration range percent 3 sum(a3 < abs(a(t)) < a4)/n Negative acceleration range percent 1 sum(a1 < −abs(a(t)) < a2)/n Negative acceleration range percent 2 sum(a2 < −abs(a(t)) < a3)/n Negative acceleration range percent 3 sum(a3 < −abs(a(t)) < a4)/n [20, 36) [ From Figure 10 we can observe that none of the characteristic parameters can make an ideal distinction among the three groups of driving cycles. Therefore, with a sole characteristic parameter it is difficult to identify all the cycles effectively, which can be further described in Figure 11 . From Figure 11 , although a sole characteristic parameter can guarantee a certain cycle high identification accuracy, it fails to ensure the high identification accuracy for all the cycles. To gain high identification accuracy for each group of driving cycles, a series of cross-validation methods are hereby proposed to obtain the optimal characteristic parameter combination. Fifty random tests are carried out for each group of characteristic parameters. Each test sample cycle is generated based on uniform distribution, thus repeated test can be avoided effectively. By simulation and comparison, six groups of characteristic parameters are finally determined. The identification results and accuracy comparison are shown in Figures 12 and 13 . It can be obviously observed that the sixth group of characteristic parameters enables the LVQ network to gain the highest identification accuracy, which consists of 18 characteristic parameters listed in Table 1 except the maximum velocity and average velocity. 
Slide Time Window Design
A slide time window is designed to extract characteristic parameters from driving cycles in a real time way. It is thus critical to ensure the network application for the onboard hybrid energy storage system in electric vehicles. The principle of the slide time window is shown in Figure 14 . 
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Assume the current time is t, the length of time window is ∆T, and the sampling time is T, then the history driving cycle data S 1 in the time range from t -∆T to t is used as the base data to identify future ∆τ time range driving cycle S 2 . At the next time point t -∆T + T, new driving cycle data is added to the base data, and the history driving cycle data at time point t -∆T is then given up, which is repeated and slide forward and thus referred to as slide time window. The part characteristic parameters extracted from three groups of driving cycles based on a 200 s slide time window are shown in Figures 15-17 . 
A slide time window is designed to extract characteristic parameters from driving cycles in a real time way. It is thus critical to ensure the network application for the onboard hybrid energy storage system in electric vehicles. The principle of the slide time window is shown in Figure 14 . Assume the current time is t, the length of time window is ΔT, and the sampling time is T, then the history driving cycle data S1 in the time range from t -ΔT to t is used as the base data to identify future Δτ time range driving cycle S2. At the next time point t -ΔT + T, new driving cycle data is added to the base data, and the history driving cycle data at time point t -ΔT is then given up, which is repeated and slide forward and thus referred to as slide time window. The part characteristic parameters extracted from three groups of driving cycles based on a 200 s slide time window are shown in Figures 15-17 . 
Optimal Slide Time Window Length
The length of the slide time window plays a very important role in trading off identification accuracy and time consumption. A longer slide time window will encompass superfluous history cycle information and yield a large time consumption, while a shorter slide time window could lead to a loss of useful information. Therefore, to achieve the optimal slide time window length, 
The length of the slide time window plays a very important role in trading off identification accuracy and time consumption. A longer slide time window will encompass superfluous history cycle information and yield a large time consumption, while a shorter slide time window could lead to a loss of useful information. Therefore, to achieve the optimal slide time window length, The length of the slide time window plays a very important role in trading off identification accuracy and time consumption. A longer slide time window will encompass superfluous history cycle information and yield a large time consumption, while a shorter slide time window could lead to a loss of useful information. Therefore, to achieve the optimal slide time window length, simulations and comparisons are carried out based on the 18 characteristic parameters described above. Figure 18 shows the comparison results based on the length range of slide time window that varies from 50 s to 250 s; correspondingly, the results are superimposed in Figure 19 . As is evident from Figure 19 , the identification accuracy increases as the slide time window length increases, but when the slide time window length further increases to 250 s, the identification accuracy of the congested urban cycle cycles fails to increase rather decrease. Moreover, the identification accuracy of the highway cycle takes on a very slow growth trend. Weighing time consumption with the identification accuracy for each group of driving cycles, a 200 s slide time window length is finally determined.
Energies 2016, 9, 341 slide time window length increases, but when the slide time window length further increases to 250 s, the identification accuracy of the congested urban cycle cycles fails to increase rather decrease. Moreover, the identification accuracy of the highway cycle takes on a very slow growth trend. Weighing time consumption with the identification accuracy for each group of driving cycles, a 200 s slide time window length is finally determined. 
Harr-WT Algorithm
Since the cycle lifetime of an electric vehicle battery is typically less than two thousand times, frequent and deep charge-discharge processes will result in a sharp attenuation in battery cycle lifetime. In order to meet load power demand effectively while avoiding the rapid-variation and large-differential power demand for the battery, the application of frequency decoupled algorithms that extract the high-low frequency components from the total power demand based on the different dynamic characteristics consideration of battery and supercapacitor is quite essential for power management of the HESS. With regard to various frequency decoupling algorithms, wavelet transform (WT) is a relatively new and powerful tool in the analysis of the power transformer transient phenomenon because of its ability to extract information from the transient signals simultaneously in both the time and frequency domain by employing the long windows at low frequencies and short windows at high frequencies, rather than conventional Fourier Transform which can only give the information in the frequency domain [43] [44] [45] . Moreover, wavelet transform can narrow the correlation in different features tremendously and decomposes an original signal into components at different positions and scales with the smallest loss of important edge information compared to conventional filtering techniques [34] . Of all wavelets, the Haar wavelet has the shortest filter length in the time domain and is the simplest possible wavelet compared to other wavelets. Besides, it has the same characteristic between forward direction function and reverse direction function, which is a convenient application in signal process and improve the code execution efficiency. Therefore, the Haar wavelet transform algorithm is employed to determine the location of different frequency components in the load power demand.
Multi-level Haar-WT is applied for the load power decomposition, this is different from the prior research in Ref. [34, 46] , in which the level of Haar-WT for the load power decomposition is not discussed according to variations of the driving cycles. In this research, the decomposition level of Haar-WT is variable and finally determined according to the specific driving cycle type that identified by the LVQ neural network.
A four-level Haar-WT decomposition and reconstruction is shown in Figure 20 . In the process of Haar wavelet decomposition, two filters, high pass filter H1 and low pass filter H0, are used to decompose the signal into high-low frequency components with the down-sampling methods. The data size reduces by half in down-sampling operations while it doubles in up-sampling operations. The high-low pass filters are combined with down-sampling operations, that is, steps that throw away every other sample at each process, reducing the data size by 50% each time [34, 46] . In the same way of Haar wavelet decomposition, two filters, high pass filter G1 and low pass filter G0, are used to reconstruct the signal with the up-sampling operations for reconstruction. 
A four-level Haar-WT decomposition and reconstruction is shown in Figure 20 . In the process of Haar wavelet decomposition, two filters, high pass filter H 1 and low pass filter H 0 , are used to decompose the signal into high-low frequency components with the down-sampling methods. The data size reduces by half in down-sampling operations while it doubles in up-sampling operations. The high-low pass filters are combined with down-sampling operations, that is, steps that throw away every other sample at each process, reducing the data size by 50% each time [34, 46] . In the same way of Haar wavelet decomposition, two filters, high pass filter G 1 and low pass filter G 0 , are used to reconstruct the signal with the up-sampling operations for reconstruction. The original signal ( ) equals the predetermined load power demand. As shown in Figure 20 , after four-level low-pass processing, the smooth slow-variation signal 0 ( ) is obtained as the power demand for the battery. Other transients ( 1 ( ) + 2 ( ) + 3 ( ) + 4 ( )) are distributed to the supercapacitor. This distribution method can be carried out for the highway driving cycle. As for two other driving cycles, the moderate urban cycle and the congested urban cycle, the three-level and two-level Haar-WT are assigned for frequency decomposition respectively. In this way, sudden peaks of power demand can be supplied the supercapacitor, whereas the high-low frequency variations of load power demand can be shared by supercapacitor and battery effectively. The specific power sharing method is expressed in Equations (15)- (17):
Based on this sharing strategy, the power demands for battery and supercapacitor can be adjusted flexibly and thus can better adapt to variations of driving cycles, which is a major advantage of the proposed energy management system. As a result, both system efficiency and battery lifetime can be further increased compared with the conventional sole frequency control. The frame of the proposed energy management system is shown in Figure 21 . The original signal x pnq equals the predetermined load power demand. As shown in Figure 20 , after four-level low-pass processing, the smooth slow-variation signal x 0 pnq is obtained as the power demand for the battery. Other transients (x 1 pnq`x 2 pnq`x 3 pnq`x 4 pnq) are distributed to the supercapacitor. This distribution method can be carried out for the highway driving cycle. As for two other driving cycles, the moderate urban cycle and the congested urban cycle, the three-level and two-level Haar-WT are assigned for frequency decomposition respectively. In this way, sudden peaks of power demand can be supplied the supercapacitor, whereas the high-low frequency variations of load power demand can be shared by supercapacitor and battery effectively. The specific power sharing method is expressed in Equations (15)- (17):
Based on this sharing strategy, the power demands for battery and supercapacitor can be adjusted flexibly and thus can better adapt to variations of driving cycles, which is a major advantage of the proposed energy management system. As a result, both system efficiency and battery lifetime can be further increased compared with the conventional sole frequency control. The frame of the proposed energy management system is shown in Figure 21 .
Results and Discussion
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed energy management system for HESS, a randomly generated driving cycle from the standard driving cycle library is used as the test cycle. The driving cycle is randomly generated from standard driving cycles accounting for an average 600 s time history for each standard driving cycle, which is shown in Figure 22 . The power demand is calculated based on the test cycle with the main parameters of the tested electric vehicle that are listed in Table 2 , and the result is shown in Figure 23 . The models of battery and supercapacitor are developed under MATLAB/Simulink environment based on the equivalent circuits, which have been shown in Figures 2 and 5 respectively. The basic parameters of the simulated battery and supercapacitor used in this study are listed in Table 3 and Table 4 , respectively. 
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed energy management system for HESS, a randomly generated driving cycle from the standard driving cycle library is used as the test cycle. The driving cycle is randomly generated from standard driving cycles accounting for an average 600 s time history for each standard driving cycle, which is shown in Figure 22 . The power demand is calculated based on the test cycle with the main parameters of the tested electric vehicle that are listed in Table 2 , and the result is shown in Figure 23 Tables 3 and 4 respectively. Figure 21 . Frame of the proposed energy management system. DC, direct current; LVQ, learning vector quantization.
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed energy management system for HESS, a randomly generated driving cycle from the standard driving cycle library is used as the test cycle. The driving cycle is randomly generated from standard driving cycles accounting for an average 600 s time history for each standard driving cycle, which is shown in Figure 22 . The power demand is calculated based on the test cycle with the main parameters of the tested electric vehicle that are listed in Table 2 , and the result is shown in Figure 23 . The models of battery and supercapacitor are developed under MATLAB/Simulink environment based on the equivalent circuits, which have been shown in Figures 2 and 5 respectively. The basic parameters of the simulated battery and supercapacitor used in this study are listed in Table 3 and Table 4 , respectively. Figure 24 shows the comparison results of the battery bank SoC with different controls. Since the proposed multi-level WT with DCI control can flexibly adjust different frequency components of load power between battery and supercapacitor based on the effective identification of the driving cycle, thus high frequency variations and sudden power demand peaks are successfully distributed to the supercapacitor. In this way, the supercapacitor is enabled to participate in the power share operation more frequently within the desired voltage range. As a result, the battery SoC consumption is greatly saved compared with other three controls, which should be very helpful to extend electric vehicle's driving range. In addition, benefiting from the variable frequency distribution, the frequent charge and discharge operation for battery system is avoided, the battery's power output is smoothed and thus battery system has much smaller SoC fluctuation. Consequently, the proposed method enables the battery system to satisfy charge/discharge operations of load power with shallow Depth of Discharge (DoD), which is beneficial to extending battery lifetime because the number of cycles to failure increases exponentially as DoD decreases. Table 2 . Main parameters of the tested electric vehicle.
Parameters Amount Unit
Mass 1550 kg Frontal area 2.13 m 2 Tire radius 0.3 m Drag coefficient 0.36 Rolling resistance coefficient 0.02 Table 3 . Electrical parameters of the battery.
Battery Type Lithium-ion battery Nominal voltage 280 V Nominal capacity 20 Ah Number of cells 72 Table 4 . Electrical parameters of the supercapacitor.
Supercapacitor Type Maxwell BMO3000 Nominal voltage 140 V Nominal capacity 55 F Number of cells 55 Figure 24 shows the comparison results of the battery bank SoC with different controls. Since the proposed multi-level WT with DCI control can flexibly adjust different frequency components of load power between battery and supercapacitor based on the effective identification of the driving cycle, thus high frequency variations and sudden power demand peaks are successfully distributed to the supercapacitor. In this way, the supercapacitor is enabled to participate in the power share operation more frequently within the desired voltage range. As a result, the battery SoC consumption is greatly saved compared with other three controls, which should be very helpful to extend electric vehicle's driving range. In addition, benefiting from the variable frequency distribution, the frequent charge and discharge operation for battery system is avoided, the battery's power output is smoothed and thus battery system has much smaller SoC fluctuation. Consequently, the proposed method enables the battery system to satisfy charge/discharge operations of load power with shallow Depth of Discharge (DoD), which is beneficial to extending battery lifetime because the number of cycles to failure increases exponentially as DoD decreases. The charging and discharging current of battery system under different controls is compared in Figure 26 . It is clear that the 4-level WT without DCI control and proposed multi-level WT with DCI control can reduce the charging/discharging current largely compared to the other two controls, which would be very helpful to increase battery lifetime. Correspondingly, high frequency and large peak current are supplied by the supercapacitor, which is shown in Figure 27 . The SoV evolutions of the supercapacitor are illustrated in Figure 28 . To guarantee effective power supply of the HESS, the SoV of supercapacitor bank should be maintained in reasonable fluctuation range. From Figure 28 , it can be observed that the proposed WT with DCI control enable supercapacitor voltage to fluctuate largely while can successfully maintain supercapacitor voltage within suitable variation range compared with other controls, namely its fast response characteristic is utilized fully to fulfill the load power demand, thus the battery system's working condition can be greatly optimized benefiting from the more frequent and effective participation of the supercapacitor. These operations would afford a beneficial protection for battery system from the aggressive transitions and sudden peaks in the load power demand.
The above results show that DCI based frequency separation can better ensure operation of the battery and supercapacitor within their individual unique frequency ranges, namely the low frequency components of the load power demand are distributed to the battery system, while the corresponding high frequency components are distributed to the supercapacitor system. The frequency separation is specifically designed according to the types of driving cycles. This is the unique advantage that the HESS can be utilized reasonably to share the load power demand with consideration of driving cycles. In this way, the load power distributed to battery and supercapacitor can be adjusted. As a result, the supercapacitor can be utilized reasonably and thus battery SoC can be saved. In addition, the supercapacitor voltage can be readily balanced by adjusting the combination of separation frequency which depends on the type of cycle. Namely, the WT decomposition level is adjusted according to possible regenerative energy supplied by each driving cycle. The tradeoff between driving energy and braking energy for each driving cycle can be analyzed effectively. A specific simulation is also carried out to shown the effectiveness of the proposed method, and the result is shown in Figure 29 . Compared to sole frequency controls, it is obviously observed that the regenerative breaking is better utilized and supercapacitor has enough energy to supply the load peak demand at the next driving cycle even if a high acceleration power is required. 
Conclusions
In this paper, a driving cycle identification-based frequency separation energy management system is proposed to overcome the problem that load power distributed to a battery and supercapacitor fail to be adjusted to adapt to variations of the driving cycle when the power sharing strategy is designed only based on a fixed frequency. The system is executed taking into account the influence of driving cycle on the power distribution and the driving cycle can be identified using a LVQ neural network method, which is assessed in both training and validation. Multi-level Haar wavelet transform is employed for decomposing the load power into different frequency 
In this paper, a driving cycle identification-based frequency separation energy management system is proposed to overcome the problem that load power distributed to a battery and supercapacitor fail to be adjusted to adapt to variations of the driving cycle when the power sharing strategy is designed only based on a fixed frequency. The system is executed taking into account the influence of driving cycle on the power distribution and the driving cycle can be identified using a LVQ neural network method, which is assessed in both training and validation. Multi-level Haar wavelet transform is employed for decomposing the load power into different frequency components and the identification results are subsequently used to determine frequency components that distributed to battery and supercapacitor. In this way, the influence of driving cycle on the power distribution can be eliminated. In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed energy management system, computer simulation is carried out based on a randomly generated driving cycle from the standard driving cycle library. Compared with conventional sole frequency controls, the proposed energy management system can balance well the voltage of the supercapacitor by adjusting the combination of separation frequency and thus can ensure effective peak power supply by supercapacitor without over-discharging the supercapacitor. Consequently, both the system efficiency and potential battery Energies 2016, 9, 341 22 of 24 lifetime are further increased. In future research work, a real system experiment setup will be designed to verify the effectiveness of the proposed energy management system.
